We have recently developed a geometric formulation of the stress field for an interacting quantum system within the local density approximation (LDA) of density functional theory (DFT). We obtain a stress field which is invariant with respect to choice of energy density. In this paper, we explicitly demonstrate this uniqueness by deriving the stress field for different energy densities. We also explain why particular energy densities give expressions for the stress field that are more tractable than others, thereby lending themselves more easily to first-principles calculations.
Understanding a material's energetic response to strain is fundamentally coupled to understanding the physics of a broad range of phenomena, from surface reconstructions to piezoelectricity. For example, it has been demonstrated that knowledge of the spatial distribution of microscopic stress via first-principles calculations can help explain the onset of macroscopic polarization in a material [1] . Therefore it is important to understand the nature of stress at the microscopic level.
Formally, the electronic contribution to the microscopic stress must be included via quantum mechanics. There have been numerous methods developed for computing the quantum stress. (See Ref. [2] and references contained within.) The stress field, <7 Q^( x), is a rank-two tensor field usually taken to be symmetric (torque-free). The divergence of a a p(x) must equal the force field F a (x) of the system:
(Note that the Einstein summation convention for repeated indices is used throughout the paper.) It is well-known that Eq. 1 does not uniquely define the stress field (regardless of whether a system is quantum-mechanical or classical) since one can add any tensor whose divergence is zero to a a^( x) and still recover the same force field [3] . The volume-averaged or total stress T a/3 has been related to the energetic response of the system to uniform strain and to the integral over the stress field:
where e a @ is a uniform scaling (strain) of the system. Nielsen and Martin showed that T aj3 is a unique well-defined quantity which can be computed efficiently [2] . However Eq. 3 does not unambiguously define the stress field. One can write the total energy E as an integral over an energy density £ (x). Therefore
Comparing Eq. 4 and Eq. 3 could lead to a definition of the stress field as [4, 5] 
However, the total energy can also be expressed many other ways:
If variations of W a with respect to the dynamical variables (e.g. single-particle wavefunctions) vanish on the boundary of the system, then the minimum of E remains invariant with respect to choice of energy density. However, the energy density is changed by the presence of W, making the expression of Eq. 5 and Ref.
4 dependent on the choice of energy density. Choosing a form of the energy density is referred to as specifying an energy density "gauge" , and hence the stress field of Eq. 5 is said to be not gauge invariant.
We have recently developed a formulation of the quantum stress field which is invariant to choice of energy density, and have used it to successfully calculate the stress fields in periodic systems using LDA-DFT [6] . We define the stress field as (7) where e a^( x) is the strain tensor field. This definition can be derived via a virtual work theorem [3] . We then use a relationship known in continuum mechanics that equates c a p with the Riemannian metric tensor ^Q^(x) [7, 8] . Therefore the stress field is
6E
where g and g a @ are the determinant and inverse of g a p, respectively. In order to calculate a Q^, we first express the constrained energy functional for LDA-DFT [9, 10] in a covariant manner via the principle of minimal coupling, and then compute the functional derivative using a procedure well-known in general relativity theory [6, 11] . It should be mentioned that this prescription for obtaining a a p is not limited to LDA-DFT but can be generalized to derive the stress field for other DFT functionals as well as explicit many-body systems of quantum particles.
We now demonstrate the invariance of our expression for the stress field with respect to choice of energy density. In DFT there are two terms in the total energy expression which are commonly subjected to energy density gauge transformations. The first is the single-particle kinetic energy E" k which can be written as an integral over the so-called asymmetric kinetic energy density:
where the {<^} are the single-particle wavefunctions which obey the Kohn-Sham equations generalized for curvilinear coordinates [6] . Therefore we are considering the total energy to be at a minimum. We consider here for brevity insulator occupation numbers. The variation of Eq. 9 can be written as
where we have used the covariant version of the divergence theorem in the second line. All variations in {<^} vanish on the boundary of the system, and we require Sg a P = 0 on the boundary. Therefore the surface term in Eq. 10 is zero. As a result the functional derivative required for evaluating Eq. 8 is o * ^ a Note that this result is identical to what we would obtain if we wrote E^ as an integral over the symmetric kinetic energy density: (12) and took the variation of this expression directly. Therefore the stress field is invariant with respect to choice of kinetic energy density. We mention that terms involving the variation of the wavefunctions with respect to metric vanish when the variation of the total ground-state energy is considered, since the wavefunctions obey the Kohn-Sham equations [6] . In other words, requiring 6E/6^ = 0 implies
The Coulomb term describing the electrostatic electron-electron, electron-ion, and ion-ion interactions in the total energy functional is also commonly subjected to energy density gauge transformations. (This is entirely separate from transformations of the £/(!) electromagnetic gauge.) We can define -E^couiomb aŝ
with (15) where Zi is the charge of the i-ih ion located at position Rj, and n is the electronic charge density equal to £^ 0*<^. The potential V can be computed from p via the Poisson equation:
The variation of -E'couiomb is (17) Since the variations of the potential and the metric vanish on the boundary, the surface term in Eq. 17 is zero. Therefore the functional derivative of ^coulomb with respect to metric is where the electric field J-a = -d a V. We would obtain this same result if we initially expressed ^coulomb as an integral over the Maxwell energy density:
= -^ / ^fgT a g^T^x.
(19) coulomb = This demonstrates that the stress field is invariant with respect to choice of electrostatic energy density.
The non-local term involving the variation of the electric field with respect to metric in Eq. 18 is unwieldy and is in general difficult to compute. To eliminate this term it is advantageous to choose an energy density that is the Lagrangian density in electromagnetism. Therefore we write ^coulomb
Now when -Ecouiomb is varied, the term containing 6V will vanish due to the Poisson equation. Variation of Eq. 20 also gives a term relating to the variation of p with respect to metric:
As explained in the kinetic energy section, this variation (and those of other energy terms) will be multiplied by 8E/S(/)*(x). The Kohn-Sham equation insures that variations of E with respect to 0? vanish, and the ionic charges are fixed, thereby removing the need to evaluate Eq. 21.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated explicitly that our formulation for the quantum stress field within DFT is invariant with respect to choice of energy density. Therefore the stress field is a well-defined object that can be computed via firstprinciples to help gain a microscopic understanding of stress-mediated phenomena in complex materials.
